
Dear SCC Members & Colleagues,

So far, we have launched more than 20 interactive webinars addressing specific topics like customs, 
taxes, legal contracts, trade, cybersecurity and personal development as well.  On top of all, SCC has 
become a member of Swedish Chambers International, to bring global experiences for SCC members 
in Turkey with enabling us to expand our Vision & Mission. 

As Team Sweden, Business Climate Survey has been conducted together with Consulate General of 
Sweden in Istanbul, Business Sweden and Swedish Business World as well, followed with the results 
among our network. Most particular and pleasant result of the survey conducted, demonstrated 80% of 
the respondents agreed that “Swedish Brand” supports the business in Turkey.

SCC would be pleased to remind its members the support, collaboration and knowledge to foster 
our cooperation and business relations in Turkey; together with providing a proper environment for all 
members to reach out right audience in order to enhance their business, by your valuable contribution.

For any questions or partnerships; please do not hesitate to contact Mrs. Aslı Buğdaycı; Secretary 
General-Swedish Chamber of Commerce at asli.bugdayci@sccturkey.com

Yours Sincerely,
Mustafa M. Alaca
Chairman of Board

As Swedish Chamber of Commerce, please let me begin with 
offering my sincere condolences and deep sorrow for the loss of all 
civilians in Izmir earthquake.

Covid 19 pandemic outbreak, all of us are aware of the hard times 
we are going through and closely follow up developments and 
news both in Sweden and Turkey. We will continue to keep our dear 
members up-to-date with detailed information about Covid-19 
when necessary. Moreover, it is so evident that difficult times will 
keep on till the end of the year. The next two quarters of Year 2021 
also estimated not to be so brilliant in that concern. To specify; 
SCC is always ready and available for support of its members during 
these challenging times.
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Team Sweden

We are very pleased to welcome Ambassador Designate, 
H.E. Mr. Staffan Herrström, and his wife to Ankara, and to Turkey 
Ambassador Staffan Herrström has previously served as Sweden’s 
Ambassador to Thailand and before that also as Ambassador to 
Poland, to Vietnam and to Tanzania.

We wish Ambassador Herrström and his wife a successful post 
in Turkey with the aim to further strengthening the relations 
between Sweden and Turkey!

To learn more and for participation, please contact Kubilay Orman at the Business Sweden office in Istanbul, 
kubilay.orman@business-sweden.se

Business Sweden, together with its partners, initiated this year the Smart Industry Summit platform 
program, which aims at bringing top stakeholders within Swedish & Turkish manufacturing industries 
together to discuss the future challenges and opportunities within the field of Smart Industry. Due to 
the pandemic and fast development in technologies past decade, transformation to more automated, 
flexible and sustainable processes will grow in importance which gives Turkey a new opportunity to 
position itself in European & Swedish value chains. The platform program was initiated through two 
webinars, first in June and second webinar during October 2020. The platform is backed by our Main 
Partner Atlas Copco, Partner Systemair HSK and supported by the Consulate General of Sweden. 

During 2021 the platform program will continue with a main platform event, for more information and to become a 
partner please visit the platform website (https://sist2020.b2match.io/) and contact Kubilay Orman at the Business 
Sweden office in Istanbul, kubilay.orman@business-sweden.se

Dont miss out Business Sweden’s two major events in 2021.

Beginning of next year, 2021, Business Sweden will organize the 
Regional Mining Summit 2021. This is the second platform summit 
organized by Business Sweden in Turkey. Last year Business 
Sweden together with its partners initiated the first Mining for 
Generations Turkey summit platform in Turkey where 11 mine 
operators participated and more than 50 B2B meetings were 
held. The aim with the platform is to bring the top stakeholders 
within the mining industry and to accelerate business relations 
between Swedish technology providers and Turkish mining 
companies and operators active both in Turkey and in the region.



Indulge yourself in a tasteful brunch enriched with exciting 
flavors. 
Bringing you a distinctive buffet, Stations Brunch features surprising 
flavors such as street food, live cooking stations and the best of 
world cuisines, accompanied by live music for a joyous Sunday.

From 12.00 pm to 3.00 pm, 195 TL per person including welcome 
cocktail and unlimited soft drinks. Specially for SCC members 20% 
discount will be applied. (valid until 20.12.2020)

For reservations: 0212 403 85 00

A Delightful Sunday with Stations Brunch!

News From Members

AstraZeneca’s Young Health Program (YHP) is aimed at improving the health 
of young people and especially helping them to avoid Non-Communicable 
Diseases NCD risk behaviours. AstraZeneca partners with expert organizations 
around the world to combine research, advocacy and on-the-ground 
programs to improve the health of young people. As part of YHP, “Hey 
Youth! Take Action!” project which was developed by Ministry of Education, 
Turkish Diabetes Foundation, TOÇEV and AstraZeneca Turkey with the aim 
of emphasizing the importance of healthy diet, physical activity and exercises 
among youth and bringing out their creativity, was launched in Turkey with a 
press conference in 2018.

“Hey Youth! Take Action” Project

Hey Youth! Take Action! project aims to provide trainings about healthy life 
to 11.000 freshmans in 55 schools across 9 cities, so that they can make 
healthy choices during their lives that will help them to become ‘healthy 
adults’. This NCD is strongly linked to obesity and physical inactivity and these 
underlying factors are often formed in youth and childhood. As part of the 
project; workshops and seminars is held and will continue to be held in 55 
schools in total to raise awareness on the importance of a healthy diet and 
physical activity. Students from each school is encouraged to create groups 
and make videos under the supervision of their physical education teachers 
and school counselors. These videos will be reviewed by a ‘project jury’ and 
most successful videos will be awarded. Pre and post tests are going to be 
carried out before and after the activities to monitor the changes in students’ 
level of awareness.

AstraZeneca Country Manager Pharm. Serkan Barış commented on 
the project: “We continue to work for adding value in each and 
every country we operate while pushing the boundaries of science 
to discover medicine that adds value to life. We wanted to focus 
on one of the most basic and important components of community 
healthcare, awareness of young people of healthy living with 
“Hey Youth! Take Action!” Project within our Global Young Health 
program.”



It is a known fact that, anyone dealing with international trade is 
deeply obsessed with the word “trade facilitation”. Very briefly, ‘trade 
facilitation’ means “simplification, harmonisation, standardisation 
and modernisation of trade procedures” to reduce transaction costs 
occurring among all supply chain actors and government agencies. 

In today’s hostile economic and political environment all we wish 
is to conduct import and export transactions in a faster way than 
the previous days (since we do not expect any political and/or 
administrative trade facilitation trend in near future). Therefore, 
international supply chain actors ie customs brokers shall focus more 
on the “technological facilitation” options, which indeed I like to call 
“technological innovation”. 

UGM Research and Development Centre

Here in UGM, we are all obsessed with technological innovations. Years of non-stop curiosity, investment 
in both personnel and infrastructure made us to become the first customs consultancy company granted 
with the “R&D Centre Certificate”. Our R&D activities include the development of new products, 
procedures, systems techniques and prototypes with innovative methods. 

We work very hard on new technologies such as blockchain and artificial intelligence and continuously 
develop new products. 

Keep us watching and meet our new generation customs brokerage services!

Covid-19 Coronavirus (“Coronavirus”) disease, which first appeared in 
China by the end of 2019, then detected and quite rapidly spreading 
in Turkey, has been negatively affecting the commercial life.

Hälsa continues to grow rapidly all over the world and in China.

As also China was among the countries with the 
highest gatherings during the pandemic period. This 
rise was accompanied by the Halsa brand. With the 
pandemic period, interest in our health and body has 
increased. With this rise, Halsa opened its 19th store 
in China in the city of Chongqing, Sichuan province. 
Halsa is a Swedish firm with a growing international 
presence which synthesises traditional handicrafts with 
modern technology in order to create a distinguished 
product. Our mission is to take the experience of 
sleep to a whole new level. We can easily say that 
halsa mattresses offer you a unique sleep. 

With its world-renowned Swedish quality and 
durability, it gives you a pleasure that will last for 
many years. Hälsa continues to grow rapidly all over 
the world and in China.



With Oriflame, Children Will not be Distant to Distance Education!

Support online education with Dilek Livaneli, one of the best teachers in the world!

Within the scope of this project, we invite everyone to participation to the live broadcast on Oriflame 
Turkey official instagram account that will be held on 6th of November with Oriflame Deputy General 
Manager Ebru Erkan Ayanoğlu and Dilek Livaneli and visit the “Support For Beautiful Change-Mutlu 
Değişime Destek” pages of Oriflame Turkey November catalogue!

Online education is growing day by day during pandemic; 
unfortunately, there are thousands of students who do not even 
have any computer or tablet with a proper internet connection. 
In order for our children to have these basic needs and to have 
a brighter future with a good education, we formed a special 
cooperation for the Teachers’ Day period with Dilek Livaneli, 
the first Turkish teacher who was selected among the Top 50 
Teachers in the World. We will be helping the students across 
Turkey to meet their needs for online education and to create 
a brighter future for them through the products being sold on 
the charity page of Oriflame’s catalogue.

Yapı Kredi aims to strengthen its leading position in sustainable financial 
markets in Turkey with new products and services.

As an environmentally conscious institution, Yapı Kredi shows 
great sensitivity in protecting natural resources and using them 
more efficiently. Yapı Kredi thinks that sustainable economic 
growth could only be achieved through environmental and 
social sustainability. Also, the bank believes that institutions 
that are compatible with the environment and take care of the 
needs of future generations can create long-term common 
value. It is of great importance that governments and businesses, as well as non-governmental 
organizations and individuals, act together in combating the climate crisis, which is one of the biggest 
problems of our age. In this context, renewable energy investments and projects are gaining more value 
in the upcoming period. Yapı Kredi prioritizes its investments and projects regarding renewable energy 
within its lending activities to support Turkey’s transition to a low carbon economy. As of June, renewable 
energy projects make up 44 percent of the project finance energy portfolio of Yapı Kredi.

Also, Yapı Kredi aims to respond to its customers’ needs by supporting its sustainability transformation 
with its sustainable, innovative products, and services. In line with this purpose, Yapı Kredi participates 
to Turkey Residential Energy Efficiency Financing Program (TUREEFF) since 2018. With this program, the 
bank provides loans to SMEs investing in energy efficiency as well as to energy efficiency investments in 
residences. Yapı Kredi issued its first green bond in early 2020, diversifying the resources it provides to 
renewable energy projects. Many sustainable finance products such as green bonds, green loans, and 
transition bonds play an active role in the transition to a green economy. In this sense, Yapı Kredi aims to 
strengthen its leading position in sustainable financial markets in Turkey with new products and services.



Storytel is one of the world’s leading audiobook and e-book streaming 
services and offers unlimited listening and reading of more than 500 000 
titles on a global scale. Our vision is to make the world a more empathetic 
place with great stories to be shared and enjoyed by anyone, anywhere 
and anytime. Storytel operates in 20 markets around the globe and is 
headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden. 

You can enjoy listening your audiobooks anytime, anywhere with Storytel.

Storytel has been in service since May 2018 in Turkey. 
Today, Storytel provides service to its users with 3.000 
Turkish audiobooks, 80.000 English audiobooks and 
120.000 English e-books. Audiobooks were listened 
to for more than 4 million and two hundred thousand 
hours in Turkey at first half of 2020 on Storytel app. 
To those who would like to experience audiobooks, 
Storytel is free for the first 14 days. Additionally, there 
are 1, 3, 6 and 12-month gift card options so that as 
a gift, you can give thousands of audiobooks to your 
loved ones and employees. You can enjoy listening 
your audiobooks anytime, anywhere. Download 
Storytel App on Apple app store or google play store.

In such a way that, the tenderers participating in the procurement proceedings are required to submit 
relevant information and documents for evaluation of their economic, financial, professional and technical 
qualifications (article 10). Persons regulated under article 11, cannot participate in any procurement, 
directly or indirectly or as a sub-contractor, either on their own account or on behalf of others in Turkey. 
Besides, prohibited acts and conducts shall be regulated under article 17.

The tenderers who participate in the tender proceedings despite these prohibitions shall be disqualified, 
and their tender securities shall be registered as revenue. In order to prevent the loss of right which 
could be equaled to the vast sums, It is required to control the company and its authorized signatory 
which will be participated to the tender proceeding through EKAP (Electronic Public Procurement 
Platform): https:// ekap.kik.gov.tr/EKAP/Yasaklilik/YasakliSorgu.aspx. Our suggestion is to request for 
legal consultancy for detailed due diligence report as the safest way.

Att.Dr. Selim Sarıibrahimoğlu - Att. Begüm İlçayto

Legal Warning by Sarıibrahimoğlu Law Firm

According to the Public Procurement Law numbered 4734, during the 
procurements in Turkey, a “tender security” (such as letters of guarantee, 
domestic borrowing bills, current Turkish Lira) shall be given by the 
tenderer, not being less than 3 % of the tender price (article 33). In 
practice, it is possible to submit tender security before Public Procurement 
Authority on behalf of your Turkish partner in Turkey. At that point, it is 
very important to control your partner and its authorized signatory to 
determine their eligibility criteria. Because, as explained below, if the 
tenderer is prohibited from tender proceeding, tender securities shall 
be registered as revenue. In other words, tender security shall not be 
returned to your side.

Open
your  
ears.
Audiobook rookies get  
stories free for 14 days.

After your 14 day trial is done, your subscription automatically begins from    29,99 per month if you subscribe from our website, or     34,99 per month if you subscribe from the application.



RVM Systems is a Scandinavian company that develops, 
produces, manufactures, installs, and maintains reverse 
vending machine solutions for all types of retail outlets 
and all other participating locations. Our mission is to use 
trusted technology to give the packaging an infinite life. 
RVM Systems is active in more than ten countries where 
the deposit refund system used as the collection method 
for the used beverage containers. We are currently 
contributing to the circular economy while collecting 
single-use plastic, metal, and glass beverage containers 
through more than 5000 RVMs.

Since July 2020, RVM Systems Turkey develops 
solutions to increase recycling rates in Turkey. 
During the preparation stage for the Turkish 
Deposit Refund System (TÜDİS), two pilot 
projects took place to create awareness and fulfill 
the cooperate sustainability targets of Systemair 
HSK and Unilever. Systemair HSK has placed RVM 
Model X200 (Image 1) to their factory in Dilovası, 
Kocaeli to increase separate collection rates for 
PET bottles and aluminum cans. Systemair HSK’s 
employees receive free drinks from the vending 
machine when they return a certain number of 
containers. Bell Holding who is the packaging 
supplier of Unilever, bought an RVM Model X30 
and has placed the RVM at Unilever’s headquarter 
(Image 2). Unilever’s employees can return used 
beverage containers as well as certain packaging 
from Unilever’s food, home cleaning, and 
personal care products. They will receive credit 
for each return and will use these credits later at 
the Unilever Store. RVM Systems is ready to share 
more than 30 years of experience with the Turkish 
recycling and production sectors.

Since July 2020, RVM Systems Turkey develops solutions to increase recycling 
rates in Turkey.



Announcements

2020 USIMP NATIONAL PATENT FAIR and University- Industry 
Cooperation Congress  (On-Line Event; November 25-29, 2020)

This year due to the global Pandemic “VI. USIMP Patent 
Fair” will be held ON-LINE, between the dates 25-29 
November 2020. The main theme of this year’s event is 
“Output-Oriented University-Industry Collaboration 
with Effective Interfaces” and the organization will be 
supported by a highly prestigious Advisory Board.

Access to the event will be through the web site 
www.sanalusimppatentfuari.org.tr.

Participants will add their exhibits (patents, protypes, 
videos, brochures, active links, etc) through a dynamic 
admin panel, using the password allocated to them.

The first two days (November 25-26) will be real time 
and between the dates November 27-29 the panels and 
presentations will be accessible off-line. All the stands 
will be open throughout the event for real-time meetings 
and messaging.

About USIMP

University-Industry Cooperation Centers Platform of Turkey (USIMP) is a “civil initiative” motivated by 
social responsibility, aiming to create awareness of university-industry cooperation and technology 
transfer among all stakeholders.

USIMP has over 100 institutional members (universities, tech-transfer offices, Chambers of Industry, 
Exporters Associations, NGOs etc.) from different regions of Turkey.

The mission of USIMP is to contribute to the establishment, institutionalization and improvement of 
quality and performance of university-industry collaboration interface organizations by developing a 
national culture cooperation and collaboration, and to contribute to the development of policies and 
strategies and action plans for effective and efficient implementation of technology transfer practices for 
proper exploitation of university-based knowledge and technologies for the good of the society.

SCC and USIMP will be in a collaboration soon. We will keep our members up to date about the 
latest news.

CONTACT

Tel: +90 322 408 8686
E-mail: usimp@usimp.org.tr, www.usimp.org.tr



DID YOU KNOW THIS?

Check out the news on “Sweden as a non-cash society” 

in the September issue of Platin Magazine, which keeps 

the pulse of the economy and the business world.

The rate of using cash in Sweden has gone down rapidly, numbers 

from the central bank from 2018 in Sweden shows that only 13% of 

the consumers payed with cash the latest time they bought something 

compared to 2010 when the same number was 39%. 

*You can read the piece in detail from the September issue of the Platin Magazine.

As Swedish Chamber of Commerce , we are pleased to see our members’ 

collaboration are increasing by our support.Systemair  HSK & REED Turkey signed HR Recruitment Contract. During 

these hard times Systemair HSK continues to invest in people.With the support of REED,  Systemair HSK keeps hiring new talents and 

strengthening it’s organization and presence in Turkey.

SUCCESS STORY OF THE MONTH



SCC Webinars

 The Effects of #Covid19 on Micro and Macro Economy
 Systemair/ HSK   22.05.2020

 Covid-19 Customs and Trade Measures
 UNSPED & UGM   29.05.2020

 Limitations on Dividend Distribution Under the New Legislation and 
 Problems Encountered in General Assembly Meetings During Covid-19
 Şengün & Partners Attorney Partnership   22.06.2020

 Looking to the Future from a Technology and Innovation Perspective
 Systemair/ HSK   30.06.2020

 Risks and Advantages of Customs Operations
 UNSPED & UGM   01.07.2020

 Tax Incentive and Advantages in Turkey
 Crowe Turkey   19.08.2020

 Chamber Corner Event on İYS (The Message Management System / 
 National Secure Database System ) 
 İYS A.Ş & American, Belgian-Luxembourg, British, German, Swedish and Swiss Chambers   
 of Commerce   21.08.2020

 Cyber Risks in Commercial Life
 Marsh Turkey, Durukan Law Firm and GBF Attorneys-at-Law Ltd.   29.09.2020

 Chamber Corner Event on The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People
 Dutch Business Association Turkey, American, Austrian, Belgian - Luxemburg, French,   
 German, Swedish and Swiss Chambers of Commerce   29.09.2020
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New Members

Platinum Sponsors

Partners

If you would like to benefit from SCC privileges as a Platinum Sponsor or Partner, 
please contact with asli.bugdayci@sccturkey.com 


